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Abstract: Genome-wide scanning of susceptible loci and genes for medical diseases is important in current postgenome era. To date, a variety of studies have been focused on the experimental validation or genome-wide linkage
scans across multiple populations hunting for susceptibility genes in lung cancer. In the present study, we used
two gene prediction tools (PROSPECTR and SUSPECTS, Gen Wanderer) to analyze eight previously identified susceptibility loci for lung tumors, which are selected from literature searching. Our results showed that there was a
subset of 26 likely candidate susceptible genes related to lung cancer in each chromosomal region. For potential
susceptible chromosome loci, the genome-wide scanning meta-analysis using bins of 60 cM width predicted a
group of potential regions associated with lung cancer. Locus 15q21-26 (P=0.000606) is strongly evidenced, which
has been confirmed in previous work. In contrast, another potential locus 10q11.2-q23.3 (P=0.0435223) is suggestively evidenced, which was never identified before. Ac compared to previous known regions, the latter one is the
new detected one in our study. In conclusion, our study may be useful to contribute to further experimental tests of
susceptibility genes/loci related to lung cancer.
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Introduction
Complex diseases such as lung cancer are
influenced by multiple genes with small individual effects, environments and gene interaction
[1]. Prolonged exposure to carcinogens found in
tobacco smoke and other environmental carcinogens that interact with various genetic susceptibility factors contribute to lung cancer
development in humans [2].
Now there are some promising bioinformatics
tools developed for disease-gene identification.
Most of these tools in disease candidate gene
identification and prioritization depend on functional annotations of the genes in the genome
project. These methods have been successfully used to prioritize candidate disease genes
for some kinds of diseases, like type 2 diabetes
and obesity [3-5].

Genome scanning meta-analysis (GSMA) is a
technique aiming to identify susceptible genomic loci of diseases. The method is derived from
meta-analysis to some extent, and was firstly
introduced by Wise et al [6]. The GSMA is a nonparametric method, which is applicable to the
results for any genome-wide linkage study [7].
The method can combine genome-scan methods across studies with different markers, different statistical tests, and is reliable to the
study design and ascertainment differences
[8]. The GSMA method has been successfully
applied to a lot of diseases so far. For example,
GSMA applications on the diseases like multiple sclerosis, schizophrenia, bipolar disorder
have shown that GSMA can identify potential
susceptible loci [9, 10].
In this study, we applied automated gene prediction tools to prioritize candidate genes susceptible to lung cancer and to identify potential
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Table 1. Final 26 candidate genes susceptible to lung cancer, which were consistently identified by two prediction methods
(PROSPECTR/SUSPECTS and Gene Wanderer)
Genes
ARNTL2
DDX11
DNM1L
FGD4
PTHLH
STK38L
SURB7
APEX1
CYP1A1
CCL2
ERBB2
CAST
ELL2
GLRX
KIAA0372
LNPEP
NR2F1
PCSK1
RHOBTB3
RIOK2
LAMA4
MICAL1
REV3L
SESN1
CTGF
ESR1

Loci
12p11.2-p12.1
12p11.2-p12.1
12p11.2-p12.1
12p11.2-p12.1
12p11.2-p12.1
12p11.2-p12.1
12p11.2-p12.1
14q11-21
15q24-25.1
17q12-13
17q12-13
5p15
5p15
5p15
5p15
5p15
5p15
5p15
5p15
5p15
6p21
6p21
6p21
6p21
6q23-25
6q23-25

fication, four tools were used for forming consensus gene prioritization results. After the
final candidate list was generated, the selected genes were subject to pathway analysis
and network construction. In loci identification,
GSMA method is implemented based on the
collection of previous literature on the genomewide linkage association of lung tumors.
Materials and methods
Susceptibility loci selection
To date, the genome-wide linkage scans across
multiple populations have been performed to
identify quantitative trait loci underlying. Firstly,
we used the key words “susceptible loci”, “lung
cancer” to search the online literatures. The
purpose is to identify the possible susceptible
loci for lung caner for our study. Finally, in total
the selected loci were 5p15.33, 6q23-25,
6p21.33, 15q24-25.1, 17q12-13, 14q11-21,
12p11.2-p12.1, and 19q13.3.
Gene identification methods
Two online tools are used to identify disease
and gene, including PROSPECTR/SUSPECTS
[11], and Gene Wanderer [12]. The setup is to
provide the start and end locations in the base
pair of the corresponding loci. A gene was considered to be interesting as a candidate gene if
it was indicated by both tools. For each analysis, only the top 10 candidate genes were
retained for subsequent analysis.
Genome scanning meta-analysis

Table 2. Top-ranked loci based on GSMA
weighted analysis
BIN
15.2
10.2
12.2
2.2
5.1

SR
306
244.333
235.667
230.667
229

P-value
0.000606*
0.043522*
0.066966
0.085505
0.091865

-log (P)
3.217527
1.361288
1.174144
1.068011
1.036852

*denotes the significant bins in the analysis (P<0.05).

susceptible loci by GSMA method. Our aim is
to explore possible susceptibility genes/loci
based on the data mining of available databases and literature so as to deeper our understanding of the role of gene-environment interaction on lung cancer incidence. In gene identi11930

To identify published studies for inclusion in the
GSMA of lung cancer and related phenotypes,
we completed a systematic literature review.
We used PudMed and the following search
string (“lung cancer OR lung tumor AND linkage
AND genome scanning OR genome linkage OR
genome-wide”).
The relevant characteristics of each study
included in the GSMA are summarized. For
each study, the following information was
extracted: first author, journal and year of publication, ethnicity of study population, number of
families, number of markers, linkage statistic,
and software for linkage analysis. If the
genome-wide linkage results were available for
the published graphs, the required linkage staInt J Clin Exp Pathol 2015;8(9):11929-11933
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Figure 1. GSMA weighted analysis based on 60 cM cytogenic bands. The
Y-axis is the -log (P) value. Only values >1.3 means the significance level at
P<0.05.

tistics for SMA were extracted from the Figures
by digital software g3 data (www.frantz.fi/software/g3data.php). The genetic map positions
and marker locations were unified on the basis
of Marshfield genetic map.
The GSMA method was used to synthesize the
evidence for linkage across multiple genome
scans. In the primary GSMA, chromosomes are
divided into approximately equal-length binstraditionally approximately 30 centiMorgan
(cM), generating a total number of 118 bins on
the autosomes based on the Marshfield genetic map. For each study, each bin was assigned
a within-study rank by its highest logarithm of
odds, nonparametric linkage, or Z score or minimum p value. So the bin with the highest linkage score or minimum p value is assigned a
rank 118, and other binds are ranked in the
descending order of their strength of linkage.
The ranks were then summed across the studies for each bin to obtain the summed rank,
which forms the basic test statistic for assessing linkage within the bin. Bins with high ranks
might show significant evidence for linkage. We
used GSMA software [7] to evaluate empirically
the significance of the summed rank. We performed both unweighted and weighted GSMA
analysis [10].
Results and discussion
Candidate susceptible genes
Twenty-six genes were selected as potential
lung caner susceptibility genes by using the
online analysis tools (Table 1). Some interest-
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ing genes identified are the
ones being found empirically
to be associated with the incidence of lung cancers. For
example, ESR1 is a tumor
suppressor gene, and the
inactivation of it by promoter
lesion methylation in lung
cancer has been reported
[13]. FGD4, an activator of the
small GTPase CDC42, is one
of six genes screened by
the work of Whitehurst et al.
[14], which can sensitize nonsmall lung cancer cells to
paclitaxel.

Another gene in our interest is the CCL2 gene.
The protein derived from CCL2 gene is secreted
from tumor cells and associated tumor stromal
cells. Blockade of CCL2 mediated by neutralizing antibodies has been shown to reduce
tumorigenesis of several tumors. However, the
role of CCL2 in lung cancers is controversial so
far. Recently, the work of Fridlender et al. [15]
identified that CCL2 blockade can inhibit lung
cancer tumor growth by altering macrophage
phenotype and activating CD8+ cells.
Candidate susceptible loci
Based on the online searching of literature, we
found four genome-wide association studies on
lung cancer and can be used in our GSMA analysis. The literatures were Amos et al. [16],
Broderick et al. [17], Landi et al. [18], and Li et
al. [19]. Based on the collected literatures, the
GSMA results from the weighted and unweighted analyses for the defined 60 cM bin width are
similar, and the weighted results are shown in
Table 2 and Figure 1.
We identified two significantly potential loci in
lung cancer susceptibility as compared to previously eight loci (the ones used for susceptible gene identification above). Locus 15q21-26
(P=0.000606) is strongly evidenced, while the
locus 10q11.2-q23.3 (P=0.0435223) is suggestively evidenced. Actually, the locus 15q2126 has been confirmed before. Amos et al. [16]
confirmed that 15q25.1 is a susceptible locus
for lung cancers, which is located within the
region we identified. As compared to previous
works, the locus 10q11.2-q23.3 was firstly
identified in our study.
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Traditionally, 30 cM bin width is commonly
used in previous literatures. However, peak
linkage scores in individual studies may map to
adjacent bins, and dilute the evidence for linkage in SMA, reducing both power and precision
[9]. This is also of problem where genes are
located close to bin boundaries, and shifting
bins to span the region from the mid-points of
the original bins should increase the evidence
of linkage [10].

[3]

[4]

[5]

Hermanowksi et al. [10] used 20 cM and 40 cM
bin widths in their GSMA analysis. Our study followed a broad-scale bin boundary, by defining
60 cM width, resulting in a total number of 60
bins (only autosomes are considered).
Conclusions
In this brief work, we identified susceptible
chromosome loci and genes related to lung
cancer occurrence. The methods we used are
the automated gene prediction online tools and
meta-analysis of genetic linkage studies. Twenty-six genes were found related to lung cancers, among which some have been confirmed
in previous experiments and some were firstly
predicted. One potentially new susceptible
locus was found, i.e., the chromosome location
of which was 10q11.2-q23.3. Our work provides insights into the works on the genetic
associations and genetic markers of lung tumors.
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